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Stern Pinball celebrates 50 years of the legendary Ford Mustang with a feature packed Mustang pinball
driving game!
Players will experience the thrill of building an amazing collection of the most desirable Mustangs; including
GT's, Mach 1's, Cobras, Boss Mustangs and the 2015 Mustang
Take your Mustangs racing against an array of colorful game characters in 8 different racing scenarios including
drifting, drag racing, road races, rallies and police pursuits
Take down the "GEARS" drop targets to shift your way into gear shift multiball
Shoot around the playfield to earn Ford Racing parts and customize, modify and tune your Mustangs
Advance thru the challenge ladder to race in the Silverball Stampede, an all-out coast-to-coast run against all of
the opponents in the game
5 bank "GEARS" drop targets with 15 LED interactive shift grid feature
2 "Shift" rectangular stand up targets behind "GEARS" drop targets
2 single "Road Hazard" drop targets
"Donut Time" captive ball feature
"Show Car Turntable" feature
Player selectable driving music - four generational cruising tunes in collaboration with Sony Music
Player selectable driving music - eight generational cruising tunes in collaboration with Sony Music
Custom  speech  by  Tanner  Foust  –  professional  race  car  driver  and  TV  host
Actual Mustang engine sounds
Mach 1 "Shaker" motor
All LED general illumination and control lamps
8 race shot arrows featuring "Full Spectrum Color" LED's
5 backbox flash lamps
Illuminated speaker surrounds with laser cut hexagon grills
M U S T A N G "game carry over" feature spell-out in back panel
103 playfield icon inserts featuring controlled LED's
2 Mustang illumination spot lamps
1/24 scale Mustang mounted above GEARS drop targets
1/24 scale Boss Mustang mounted above GEARS drop targets on turntable
1/24 scale Mustang mounted above GEARS drop targets on turntable
Provisions for installing 1/64 scale Mustangs on ramps
1/64 scale Mustangs (2) mounted on ramps
Install your own Mustang feature - car turntable is pre-drilled to accept either Maisto or M2 brand 1/24 scale
Mustangs as replacements
Stainless steel shooter lane ramp
2 Twin Stacked ramps with stainless steel entrances that elevate up and down diverting the ball flow
360 degree bonus bowl at the right ramp exit
Stainless steel crossing ramp with diverter
Post-style diverter to top lanes
2 electric control gates
"Mustang store" scoop
Pony emblem spinning target
2 adjustable high powered sling shot mechanisms
2 flippers
4 pop bumpers
3 "R P M" 1" square stand up targets
1 "N2O" 1" stand up target in shot lane
3 "N2O" 1/2" stand up targets
Genuine FORD Mustang OEM chrome pony emblem on speaker display panel
Color themed metallic powder coated armor, legs, hinges, and front molding
Powder coated steel and plywood backbox with color themed t-molding
Backbox secured with new mounting bolts that use same tool as leg bolts
Black ABS plastic bottom arch
Powder coated steel bottom arch in "Low Glare Black"
Dual latch lockdown bar
Deluxe lock down bar with Action Button
Action Button trim plate
Playfield support service brackets
Exclusive Pro translite art by Camilo Pardo
Exclusive Boss themed translite art by Camilo Pardo
Exclusive Limited Edition "50 Years" themed translite art by Camilo Pardo
Exclusive Boss themed playfield art featuring Boss 302, Boss 351, Boss 429 and Boss race cars
Designer signed playfield - John Trudeau's signature under playfield hard coat
Exclusive Mach 1 themed Pro high definition cabinet art by Camilo Pardo
Exclusive Boss themed Premium high definition cabinet art by Camilo Pardo
Exclusive "50 Years" Limited Edition high definition cabinet art by Camilo Pardo
Serialized number plate and certificate of authenticity
6 pinballs
Traditional coin door
Easy-to-follow game rules for casual players, with depth for experts
**subject to adjustment**
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